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NUMBERS

EXCERP FROM SACRED SIGNPOSTS
Kerrie Erwin, Psychic and Medium

T

he Chinese believe each

home we live in has its own spirit
and energy and won’t live in a home
unless the number is seen as fortuitous.
The number of the home has to be a good
energy, whether as the original number or
the sum if it is multiple numbers forming
together. Everything from luck, health,
prosperity, energy and future depends
on this for their future and their family.
Numbers play a significant role in other
cultures as well. Consider the superstitions
around the number 13. In many cultures
this number is believed to be unlucky.
There are many historic reasons why
this may be believed but if you look at it
from a numerology perspective and add
the two digits together: 1+3 it adds up
to 4 which is an inauspicious number in
Numerology. In Cantonese the word for
death and the number four sound very
similar so the Chinese avoid real estate
with the number 4 in it. In certain cultures
your house number alone can determine
your home’s resale value. To neutralise the
negative effects of a dreaded number you
can encircle the number in the signage
and all negative effects will disappear. You
will be able to move into your new home,
confident that no negative energies will be
drawn to your home.
House number one – This is a number of
responsibility and can make the occupant
feel alone. This is a house for someone
independent who has or wants a high-level
job or career.
House number two – This house is
for busy people who often keep late
nights and that are always coming and
going. The number also attracts psychic
people and people that are sensitive
to energy. The number also attracts
people that are community minded, into
welfare and caring.
House number three – This is a good
energy for people that love travel, enjoy
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adventure and like to be in the lime light.
Not for the faint hearted, this home is for
ambitious, successful people that like to
give life a go, are adventurous and like to
take risks.

and will often take the occupants through
a positive phase. It also suggests looking
after your diet. Opportunities are high for
people wanting to make the most of their
natural gifts or talents.

House number four –This address
has a very unpredictable energy. Some
people believe it may be unlucky but that
depends on your beliefs, what is agreed
is that life in this number house may go
in unexpected directions. This house will
be better suited to people who can go
with the flow and are accepting of what
the universal Chi energy gives them.
Sometimes this home energy number can
indicate isolation or loneliness.

House number nine – be careful with this
home as sometimes it can attract problems
with neighbours. Zodiac signs like Aries
and Scorpios will be attracted to this
number, as it will help them advance with
their careers no matter what it is. Travel is
indicated as well for the occupants of this
home and books and literature is indicated
as well. This number will also bring out
your natural hidden talents. It can also
indicate accidents, so be careful.

House number five – This is a great
number for running a business from
home as it is a high energy with many
things going on for the occupants. If you
are planning on having a quiet family life
this is not the right number for you as
this number attracts people that like to
be busy and travel. This home is often a
good investment.

Think about when we trust and learn to
use our intuition all the time in our daily
lives. If we can get better information and
certain feelings about people, places and
confusing situations we are able to get a
clearer and bigger picture of what is going
on in our world. By recognising patterns in
our daily lives we can avoid unnecessary
mistakes. Taking a spiritual perspective
and understanding how energy works will
help us attract the right people in our lives
and bring more harmony and balance.
Numbers can give us important information
and are a powerful tool or way to tune into
a psychic link to our subconscious minds

House number six – This is a good and
favourite number for families and a home
for stability as people tend to be here for
a long time. The energy usually attracts
people that are artistic or talented and
tends to draw the better qualities out of
everyone who lives here if they have a
creative nature. This is a harmonious
home and good for romance.
House number seven – This is a home
that is renowned for problems with
plumbing and structure. It is also a number
that holds memories and is sensitive to
energies. People that are sensitive need to
be careful of their health.
House number eight – This is an energy
home that is perfect for older people or
younger people that are mature. This is
a great home for relationships, careers
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